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So you thought Illustrator should really be called “Intimidator?” Not so! Let  this book draw you a map through the jungle of pages, paths, pixels, and Pen  tools, and before you know it, you’ll have your creations in print, on the Web,  or even on a PDA. Then, just smile mysteriously when folks say “Wow!”
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Applications of Silicon-Germanium Heterostructure Devices (Series in Optics and Optoelectronics)Taylor & Francis, 2002
The authors have certainly identified a gap in the literature … Overall, the book is very informative and provides a strong foundation for work in this active research area.
 -K. Alan Shore, Optics and Photonics News

The most significant feature of this work is that it combines three distinct topics - technology, device...
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Mike Meyers' A+ Guide: Essentials (Exam 220-601)McGraw-Hill, 2007
The logo of the CompTIA Authorized Quality Curriculum (CAQC) program and the status of this or other training material as “Authorized” under the CompTIA Authorized Quality Curriculum program signifies that, in CompTIA’s opinion, such training material covers the content of CompTIA’s related certification exam.

The...
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Powerhouse Marketing Plans: 14 Outstanding Real-Life Plans and What You Can Learn from Them to Supercharge Your Own CampaignsAMACOM, 2004
Without a great marketing plan, even the world’s best product will sit on the shelves.  Powerhouse Marketing Plans gives you the tools you need to create a dynamic and successful campaign, showing you how to drive the sales of your products in the stratosphere using the same proven strategies of well-known companies who’ve...
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Wonder World Under WaterNational Book Trust, 2004
Nearly three-quarters of our earth is covered by water. Yet we, living on land, usually know more about land creatures than our aquatic denizens. We have many kinds of watery environments, from the fast, clear, cold streams of the Himalaya to the placid rivers of the plains, and natural as well as man-made lakes and ponds. Moreover, we have a long...
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Neural Networks in a Softcomputing FrameworkSpringer, 2006
Conventional model-based data processing methods are computationally expensive and require experts’ knowledge for the modelling of a system; neural networks provide a model-free, adaptive, parallel-processing solution. Neural Networks in a Softcomputing Framework presents a thorough review of the most popular neural-network methods and their...
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Software Sizing, Estimation, and Risk Management: When Performance is Measured Performance ImprovesAuerbach Publications, 2006
Software Sizing, Estimation, and Risk Management: When Performance is Measured Performance Improves is a practical, hands-on discussion of the software estimation, planning, and control process.  This includes critical factors that impact estimates, methods for selecting and applying appropriate measures to projects, proper software sizing, and...
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